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>hi - a copy of the note about your video show was forwarded to me
>by vanessa gilbert . it sounds like a great idea for a show! i am
>part of a feminist collective arts space in providence, RI (usa)
>called the dirt palace we're interested in sending you
>something...is it too late?...also your e-mail said either pal and
>ntsc dv...did you mean pal or ntsc? basically i mean is ntsc ok? let
>me know, and please keep me updated about how the project goes! our
>space has been around for 3 years and we'd love to learn about and
>learn from other spaces around the world - yours xander
>

The Dirt Palace
> >The Dirt Palace is a feminist live/work collective art space that
> >was founded in 2000 in an abandoned library building in Provience
> >RI. The 7 members work in a variety of media from lace-making to
> >puppetry. Each member has an individual studio, and there are a
> >number of media-based collective studios including, a print shop
> >with screen printing facilities, an animation stand, a textile room,
> >band rehursal space (6 or the 7 members are drummers), and a
> >performance space where the group collectively puts together shows
> >about twice a month. The space also features a storefront window
> >space that is designed by a different artist every month.

"Fine Dishes for Fine Bitches",
Xander Marro
> >Fine Dishes for Fine Bitches - made by Xander Marro 16mm to video.
> >Live Action puppet film. Scarface tries to make a cup of tea, but
> >finds that the sink is so full of dishes that she can not even fit
> >the kettle in the sink. Oh deary my!!!!
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